
AVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL Beer Culture 

DEUTSCHES REINSHEITSGEBOT / GERMAN PURITY LAW 

Ruled by the Reinheitsgebot 

Invention and Tradition 

Brewing creative beer? Matthias Truro, own~ f Barn
berg's Schlenkerla Tavern, is not too optimistic that 
brewers' creativity would be welcomed by German 
beer drinkers at the moment. "The consumer is not 
ready for it;' the 32-year-old states. Yet, he is happy to 
see that beer variety has be-
come an international trend 
and that craft beer is more 
and more sought-after, even 
in Germany. He points out 
that, with his rauchbier, he 
offers a niche product within 
the specialty n iche, of which 
he would never be able to 
sell high quantities. Thus, it 
doesn't make sense for him to 
expend effort on an ongoing 
invention of new beers. 

Truro's world-famous brew
ery, which has operated since 
14-05, produces 13,000 hectoli
ters a year (11,000 barrels), with 
less than 20 percent shipped 
abroad. With the barley dried 
over an open fire like in ancient 
times, Schlenkerla's is an his
toric approach to brewing. 

However, most Germans, 
when asked what beer t.hey pre
fer, will answer, passionately, with 
a brand name. This is the German 
paradox: we love beer dearly, it is an 
integral part of our culture, yet it has 
become a commodity. 

Against this background, young 
people who seek excitement and _ 
diversity are drawn to wine, spirits or beer mixes-the 
German equivalent to American "malternatives" or 
British "alcopops'.' These colorful drinks first appeared 
in the late nineties, and became very popular with young 
drinkers. \Xfhile overall G erman beer sales fell about 3 
percent last year, more and more beer mixes were being 
sold. The category gained 18 percent in 2007. 

The Weihenstephan-trained brewmaster remains faith
ful to this heritage even when it comes to new products: 
three years ago, Truro released a new fasting beer brewed in 
the smoked beer tradition and based on an historic recipe. 
It has less sm oked malt than the renowned Schlenkerla 
Marzen and tastes refined and elegant. "It's a beer dedicated 

to our local customers in Bamberg;' Trum states, as it is 
only available during Lent when not many tourists are 
in town. In terms of beer culture, Trum believes that the 
Reinheitsgebot can ensure the quality of German beer, 
and hopes to see the beer mix category fade. 

Putting the Beer First 

Sebastian B. Priller, the junior owner and manager of 
Brauhaus Riegele, the foremost independent brewer 
in Augsburg, holds a clear opinion: "When it comes 
to beer, Germans focus more on marketing, branding, 
sponsoring, pricing and all that, instead of talking about 
the product itself. I think it is high time to put the beer 
first: its taste, its ingredients, the way it is brewed, the 
food it pairs with. And we need to live this culture and 
celebrate beer like they do with wine'.' 

It's his mission that every customer in the bar makes a 
conscious decision about what kind of beer to drink. "Of 
course, people need help there; says 32-year-old Priller, 
who holds a Diplom-Biersommelier-a certificate in all 
aspects of beer service-from the Doemens Akademy 
in Munich. Priller enumerates the requirements: the 
landlord, the waiters or a sommelier should know the 
beer list and be able to give recommendations. The beer 
list should be elaborated and contain a good description 
including style, alcohol content and food references. The 
right glass with the right beer should be obligatory. 

Priller points out: "Consumers won't ask for beer 
culture by themselves. We have to celebrate it and show 
them how much fun it is to enjoy beer like this'.' 

The Riegele in Augsburg does just that: recently, the 
brewery offered various beer cultural events, including 
brewery tours, beer tastings, brewing courses and chal
lenging "expert events" for beer lovers who wanted to 
~perience professional beer judgings. By midyear, Riegele 
will also be equipped with a pilot brewery to make specialty 
beers year round, "to show the people the variety of styles 
that are possible within the Reinheitsgebot:' Priller says. 

In a bold step, he is also establishing a cellar in order 
to introduce vintage beers, which thus far are unknown 
to German audiences. Brauhaus Riegele, a mid-size 

brewery founded in 1386, of
fers 14 different styles, includ

ing festbier, kellerbier, weizen and 
strong beer. In addition, Priller also 

promotes northern German styles 
or Belgian specialties in his tastina 

b 

classes, just to illustrate the enormous 
variety of beer. 


